OUR STORY

Founded in 1983, Weaving Machinery has always been a family run company. From the outset our aim has been to offer farmers the best quality machinery at affordable prices. Today over 35 years later our commitment to this is equally as important. Our manufacturing facilities have expanded to over 60,000sq/ft to help meet production demands enabling distribution of farm machinery throughout the UK and Europe.

Investments in modern design and manufacturing methods have allowed the company to maintain their position in the development of the latest no till seeding equipment. Since importing the ‘Krause Drill’ 20 years ago, Weaving Machinery has strived to provide the farming community with innovative and cost effective machinery for all farming methods and types.

We pride ourselves on our personal approach with many of the team from farming backgrounds helping us to understand needs and requirements of our customers. Our products are fully backed up by our after sales support teams, with service technicians covering the UK and a comprehensive spare parts department able to dispatch parts for next day delivery.

We understand it is not always possible to fund a new machine therefore we have a few options available, we are happy to value your current machine to trade in against a new purchase, alternatively we are able to offer finance on all machines at very competitive prices (subject to status). We also have a large selection of quality used machinery in stock, that are all put through our workshop prior to sale, giving the end user complete peace of mind.
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MOUNTED GD DRILL

Description: The mounted GD Drill is an affordable, flexible and manoeuvrable direct drill suitable for all farm sizes. A slim line 1,600 Litre hopper provides operators with ample capacity. Fitted with an easily accessible volumetric metering unit accompanied by RDS Artemis Lite controls, calibration is fast and simple. A closed hydraulic suspension system provides individual coulter pressure of up to 200Kg helping to maintain consistent sowing depth across undulations. A guide of 120HP + is recommended.

Standard Specification: 1,600L Hopper, RDS Artemis Lite controls with GPS forward speed monitoring, hydraulic fan, a 2 row coulter bar with a row spacing of 166mm, work, tank & road lights and tank sieve.

Working widths: .................................................. Price ex VAT *
GD3000M .............................................................. £33,600
GD3000M Grain & Fertiliser ........................................... £43,000

Options:
Hydraulic markers .................................................. £2,300
Slug/Fertiliser/OSR applicator i-con controls (130 Litres) ........ £5,800
GPS double pre-em markers ........................................ £1,680
iSOCAN GPS metering (upgrade) .................................. £1,200
Electric 1/2 shut off ................................................ £900
Avadex applicator (240 Litres) ..................................... £7,500
Slug roller for Avadex applicator .................................. £280
Airless tyre upgrade (each) ....................................... £12
Wheel scrapers (each) .............................................. £10
**TRAILED GD DRILL**

**Description:** Trailed models are available up to 8 Metre working widths helping to satisfy the demands of large farmers and contractors. The 5,000 Litre hopper offers users ample volume whilst being fitted with an easily accessible volumetric metering unit accompanied by RDS iSOCAN controls. The tank can be configured to include two integral micro granular hoppers. A closed hydraulic suspension system provides individual coulter pressure of up to 300Kg helping to maintain consistent sowing depth across undulations. Fitted with a Cat III linkage mounted drawbar allowing for tight headland manoeuvres. The hydraulic folding coulter bar maintains transport widths of under 3 Metres on all models. A guide of 35HP per metre is recommended.

**Standard Specification:** 5,000L Hopper, RDS iSOCAN controls with GPS forward speed monitoring, hydraulic fan & oil cooler. A 2 row coulter bar with a row spacing of 166mm, work, tank & road lights, tank sieve, roll over hopper cover and Mitas flotation tyres.

**Working widths:** ................................................................. Price ex VAT *
GD4801T ........................................................................... £59,500
GD6001T ........................................................................... £67,600
GD6401T ........................................................................... £72,000
GD8001T ........................................................................... £93,400

**Options:**
- Grain & fertiliser ........................................................................ +28%
- Hydraulic markers ........................................................................ £2,300
- Slug/Fertiliser/OSR applicator (130 Litres) ............................... £5,200
- Avadex applicator (240 Litres) .................................................. £7,500
- GPS double pre-em markers ....................................................... £1,680
- Liquid fertiliser kit ....................................................................... £POA
- Electric 1/2 shut off ...................................................................... £900
- Variable rate unlock code ........................................................... £480
- Slug roller for Avadex applicator ................................................ £280
- Airless tyre upgrade (each) ........................................................ £12
- Wheel scrapers (each) ............................................................... £10

*Note: VAT not included in prices.*
**Description:** The IR Drill is an affordable, flexible and manoeuvrable inter-row companion crop drill, designed for drilling grass seed or cover crops between rows of maize to minimise soil erosion and compaction in the following crop, reducing water and nitrate run off into watercourses to minimise pollution and damage to aquatic ecosystems. Additional benefits of the IR drill include the ability to provide an immediate fodder crop for livestock or organic matter for incorporation as well as the reduction of mud carried from fields onto highways. The IR Drill is suitable for all farm sizes. A slim line 300 Litre hopper is fitted with an easily accessible volumetric metering system and accompanied by RDS Artemis Lite controls - calibration is fast and simple. Proven double disc opener with a rubber press wheel and sprung tension. A guide of 80HP + is recommended.

**Standard Specification:** 300L Hopper, RDS Artemis Lite controls with GPS forward speed monitoring, hydraulic fan, single row of 21 double disc coulters with easily adjustable coulter spacing, hydraulic side shift, to fit wheel spacing, available as 6 or 8 row with 500 - 750mm row spacing hydraulic folding, individual manual coulter lift. Road lights.

**Working width:** ................................................................. **Price ex VAT**

IR Drill ................................................................................................. £19,800
SABRE TINE DRILL

**Description:** The next generation of the low disturbance min-till and zero-till Sabre Tine drill launched for 2020 features four rows of heavy duty high clearance tungsten 12mm sabre tines with a settling area to handle large amounts of trash and avoid blockages. Corrosion resistant materials ensure the drill maintains consistent high performance throughout its long working life. The robust side-to-side pivot also ensures better durability and contouring. Driven by an electronic metering system and a hydraulic fan to deliver accurate sowing rates of everything from fine rape seed to large bean seeds, even with seed rates as low as 2kg/ha and with working widths of 6m wide. Other new features include relocated depth wheels and hydraulic depth control. Maximum sowing depth is 15cm (6”).

**Standard Specification:** 2,000L steel hopper, 4 rows of rubber mounted tines with tungsten low maintenance tips, RDS ISOCAN controls with GPS forward speed monitoring, wide flotation wheels, hydraulic depth control, wheel eradicators, a double row of following “z” harrows and LED road and work lights all with a transport width of 3.0 Metres.

**Working widths:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price ex VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SABRE 3000M (3M)</td>
<td>£24,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABRE 4800M (4.8M)</td>
<td>£36,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABRE 6000M (6M)</td>
<td>£39,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Options:**

- Avadex applicator (240 Litres) ................................................................. £7,500
- Slug/Fertiliser/OSR applicator i-con controls (130 Litres) ............... £5,800
- Hydraulic markers ................................................................. £2,300
- GPS double pre-em markers ...................................................... £1,680
- Electric 1/2 shut off ................................................... £900
- Variable rate unlock code ................................................ £480
TINE DRILL

Description: The UK’s Number 1 selling Tine Drill with the best second hand value on the market. This time proven seed drill is suitable for min-till or plough based cultivation systems and all soil types including very light soils. The drill works in wet and dry conditions and with 4 rows of auto-reset tines is easily able to cope with large amounts of trash. The Weaving Tine Drill plants all seed types & sizes from oil seed rape to beans. Low HP requirement, high work rates and simple calibration.

Standard Specification: 4 Rows of auto-reset tines with 12.5cm (5”) row spacings, 1.5 Ton plastic hopper and RDS basic tramline system with low level seed sensor. Wheel eradicator tines and a double row of following harrows. Hydraulic markers, LED road lights, wing support wheels and over run brake on the metering wheel. Hydraulic folding to 2.9 Metres transportation width.

Working widths: ........................................... Price ex VAT
4M ...................................................................... £18,400
4.8M & 5M ........................................................ £20,600
6M ...................................................................... £23,800

Options:
iSOCAN GPS metering ........................................... £3,100
Artemis Lite GPS metering ................................... £2,100
GPS double pre-em markers .............................. £1,680
Electric 1/2 shut off ............................................ £900
Hydraulic fan drive ........................................... £590
Slug/Fertiliser/OSR applicator (130 Litres) .......... £5,800
Avadex applicator (240 Litres) ......................... £7,500
COMBI DRILL

**Description:** The Weaving power harrow tine combination is a time proven drill able to be used in all conventional systems, either fitted onto your existing power harrow or a new machine to make a complete drill.

**Standard Specification:** 3 Rows of auto-reset tines - 8 tines per Metre, 2 rows of following harrows, vertical hydraulic markers, hydraulic fan, RDS Artemis Lite controls with GPS forward speed monitoring.

1.5 Ton grain hopper with quick fit 'A' frame with demount legs.

Does not include power harrow, see choice of power harrows available on page 14.

**Working widths:** ................................................................. **Price ex VAT**

3M - Tine .................................................................................. £10,800
4M - Tine .................................................................................. £12,800

**Options:**

GPS double pre-em markers .................................................. £1,680
Deduct markers ................................................................. -£890
Description: The folding power harrow combination drills are complete with a Front Tank that has uncompromised visibility with left and right front cameras as standard. The toolbar consists of standard auto-reset tines for use in conventional drilling systems. Either fitted to your existing power harrow or a new machine to complete the drill.

Standard Specification: 1.5 Ton front tank, with a lift kit and a folding toolbar consisting of 3 Rows of auto-reset tines - 8 tines per Metre, 2 rows of following harrows, vertical hydraulic markers, hydraulic fan. 4M & 4.8M fitted with RDS Artemis Lite controls with GPS forward speed monitoring, 6M fitted with RDS iSOCAN controls with GPS forward speed monitoring and 2 metering units.

Does not include power harrow, see choice of power harrows available on page 14.

Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
4M - Tine........................................................................... £20,800
6M - Tine........................................................................... £24,800

Options:
GPS double pre-em markers.............................................. £1,680
iSOCAN GPS metering (4M & 4.8M upgrade)....................... £1,320
Variable rate unlock code................................................ £480
**Description:** The robust and compact Front Tank provides ample capacity of 1.5 Tons. This unit helps to improve the weight balance of the tractor whilst this stylish design does not hinder operator vision including left and right front cameras.

**Standard Specification:** 1.5 Ton, RDS iSOCAN controls with GPS forward speed monitoring, roll over hopper cover, steps, LED work lights, sieve & fork slots. Q fit frame, side pipe, flexible hose & cameras fitted to the side of the tank.

**Price:** .......................................................... **Price ex VAT**

1 Metering unit .......................................................... £11,800
2 Metering units .......................................................... £13,800
MAGNUM SEEDER

Description: Multi-purpose pneumatic seeder for use on cultivators, rols, harrows, drills for oilseed rape, grass, cover crops, slug pellets and a wide range of seeds up to 12 metre working width. Tried and tested components.


Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
Multi-Air (8 outlets) ......................................................... £8,900

Options:
Multiple Outlets ................................................................. EPOA
Stainless Splash Plates (per plate) ....................................... £22
Tramlining ........................................................................ EPOA
**OIL SEED RAPE SEEDER**

**Description:** Oil Seed Rape Seeder box has 7 outlets, wheel driven and gravity fed complete with seed tubes. The Seeder is easy to calibrate with rates as low as 1.5Kg per hectare and can be adapted to fit most subsoilers.

**Standard Specification:** Land wheel driven with 7 gravity fed outlets and seed tubes. Weight 150Kg.

**Working widths:** ................................................................. Price ex VAT

3M - 7 Outlet................................................................. £1,880
3M - Twin Box 14 Outlet....................................................... £2,640
BREVI POWER HARROW

Description: Built entirely by the manufacturer to ensure a high quality product. This time proven power harrow gives exceptional value for money.


Standard Specification ‘T’ Models: 8 Tines per Metre, stone rotor guards, double skin trough, screw adjustable rear clodboard, side soil deflectors, choice of rear packers & PTO shafts, approx. 325 rotor speed, hydraulic lock, lights, taper bearings, 550 packer, front full width toolbar, hydraulic depth control and Walterscheid cam clutch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working widths:</th>
<th>Price ex VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5M - 80B</td>
<td>£4,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M - 80B</td>
<td>£4,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5M - 100B</td>
<td>£5,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M - 150B</td>
<td>£6,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M Folding - 260B</td>
<td>£16,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5M Folding - 260B</td>
<td>£17,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6M Folding - 260B</td>
<td>£18,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6M Folding - 350T</td>
<td>£19,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6M Folding - 350T</td>
<td>£22,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Options:

Hydraulic lift kit - folding ........................................... £2,450
Wheel eradicators (2 pairs) .......................................... £680
Description: This one pass cultivator has two rows of low draft legs with cast steel knock on points, which break through the pan, lifting and aerating the soil without bringing subsoil to the surface with a working depth of 10-40 cm. The large scalloped discs have sealed for life bearings and are individually mounted with rubber torsion bar suspension, chopping, mixing and levelling trash and soil together. Finally, the packer roller firms the finished tilth perfectly and is able to work in very wet conditions. All adjustments are spanner-less, the legs, discs & roller can all be adjusted in seconds. Side boards are mounted within the machines frame reducing the overall transport width and flare out when in work. The Subdisc II comes complete with parking jacks, LED lights and an aluminium toolbox. Simple, proven, robust elements that lifts, chops, mixes and presses, with low HP requirement and running costs.

Standard Specification: The Subdisc II has 2 rows of legs with knock on points, a single row of large Ø scalloped discs and either a Guttler packer roller or a 700mm Ø DD packer. Side boards, LED lights and an aluminium toolbox are all fitted as standard.

Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
3M - 7 Legs .......................................................... £12,800
3.5M - 9 Legs .......................................................... £14,800

Options:
OSR & Bean Seeder Artemis Lite GPS Metering....................... £9,600
Wide Batwing Points......................................................... EPOA
**Description:** The Shortdisc is the ideal levelling machine suitable for working in stubbles, plough & turf. A fast, economical cultivator perfect for chitting weed-seeds and volunteers at high work rates. Working depth is between 1.2cm (1/2") to 12.5cm (5"). With 2 rows of large diameter scalloped discs fitted with heavy duty sealed for life bearings mounted on rubber shock absorbers, followed by a full width 'V' ring roller to leave an even and level finish.

**Standard Specification:** 2 Rows of 560mm Ø scalloped discs mounted on rubber shock absorbers, side boards and a full width 600mm Ø 'V' ring roller. Hydraulic Depth Control. Hydraulic transport safety lock for folding models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working widths:</th>
<th>Price ex VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3M - 100HP</td>
<td>£7,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M Folding - 130HP</td>
<td>£13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5M Folding - 160HP</td>
<td>£15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6M Folding - 180HP</td>
<td>£17,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5M Trailed - 160HP</td>
<td>£20,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6M Trailed - 180HP</td>
<td>£23,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Description: The Weaving Grassland Sublift improves surface drainage by lifting the pan and opening up the root zone in stale grass lays. Promoting earlier and more productive grass growth while leaving the sward surface virtually undisturbed due to its full width flat roller. Swivel legs allow the machine to be used in stony conditions and reduce horse power requirements. Recommended power requirement dependent on working depth is 120HP +.

Standard Specification: Adjustable spring swivel disc coulter, narrow profile spring steel swivel legs (18mm) with shear bolt protection and wide wings, followed by a full width 460mm Ø flat packer roller that can be ballasted. Cat III linkage mounting, overall width 2.8M. Adjustable wing angle. Hydraulic working depth adjustment. Weight 1,500Kg.

Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
2.8M - 2 Legs ................................................................. £5,800
2.8M - 3 Legs ................................................................. £6,800
2.8M - 4 Legs ................................................................. £7,800
**LD TOP-SOILER**

**Description:** The Weaving LD Top-Soiler has been specifically designed to complement no-till & min-till systems. The ultra low disturbance hoving action of the LD Top-Soiler relieves compaction in the top 9” (228mm) of the root zone. Narrow spacing of the carbide tipped loosening legs allows movement of the soil across the full width of the machine whilst the lifting wings aid drainage and air flow around the root zone, keeping the top layer of soil undisturbed thus minimising the opportunity for weed germination. A full width DD type packer helps to retain moisture by firming the soil either side of the wings. Working widths range from 3 - 6 Metres.

**Standard Specification:** The mounted Weaving LD Top-Soiler is constructed from high grade steel with a heavy duty frame, carbide faced loosening legs and lifting wings, shear bolt leg protection, Cat III linkage. 700mm Ø DD type packer roller with sealed for life heavy duty bearings, LED road lights. Working depths of 0” – 9” (0mm – 228mm) pin hole depth adjustment in 1” increments. Transport width of under 3 Metres for hydraulic folding models.

**Working widths:** ....................................................... Price ex VAT

- LD3000 (3M - 7 Legs) ...................................................... £8,800
- LD4000 (4M Folding - 10 Legs) ...................................... £14,800
- LD5000 (5M Folding - 13 Legs) ...................................... £16,800
- LD6000 (6M Folding - 15 Legs) ...................................... £18,800

**Option:**

- Weaving Pneumatic OSR Seeder........................................ £7,500
- Weaving Gravity Seeder (3 metre only) ............................ £1,800
- Double Disc Opener (per metre) ...................................... £950
STUBBLE RAKE

Description: The Weaving Stubble Rake has been developed to redistribute chopped straw and chaff after harvest. With its unique tine configuration and design, it is able to create ideal conditions in which weed-seeds and volunteers will readily germinate allowing for control before drilling. This machine is able to decimate slug eggs and weeds including black grass in growing crops. The Stubble Rake is used at high speeds and is able to work over a large acreage in a short amount of time.

Standard Specification: 5 Rows of heavy duty 16mm Ø tines with hydraulic tine angle adjustment. Heavy duty hydraulic folding. The tines are cushioned with an accumulator system. Overall transport width 2.8M. LED lighting board fitted as standard. Swivelling depth wheels on 8 Metre models.

Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
6M - 120HP................................................................. £7,600
8M - 140HP................................................................. £9,800
**AGRIMASTER XB**

**Description:** A lightweight flail for compact tractors 15HP – 50HP. Particularly suitable for grass, parks, sports grounds and public gardens. The unique cutting action throws material over the top of the roller, keeping the cutting rotor clean and leaving a cleaner cut with an outstanding finish.

**Standard Specification:** 540 RPM gearbox with over run. Manual offset, rear roller and paddle flails.

**Working widths:** ................................................................. **Price ex VAT**
XB110 (1.1M, 180Kg) ................................................................. £1,700
XB130 (1.3M, 200Kg) ................................................................. £1,800
XB150 (1.5M, 225Kg) ................................................................. £2,000
XB180 (1.8M, 260Kg) ................................................................. £2,200

**Option:**
Hydraulic side shift ................................................................. £160

Unique Cutting Action
AGRIMASTER XL VERGE

Description: The ideal flail mower for trimming roadside verges, ditches and embankments. With right hand operation the XL can be used behind the tractor or hydraulically offset to operate outside the tractor rear wheel. The cutting head can be angled from vertical for siding hedges to 45° downwards into ditches at the touch of a lever. A hydraulic safety break-back system prevents collision damage. The tractor requires 2 individual spool valves and a 540 PTO speed. The unique cutting action throws material over the top of the roller, keeping the cutting rotor clean and leaving a cleaner cut.


Working widths: .......................................................... Price ex VAT
XL130 (1.3M, 270Kg) ......................................................... £3,400
XL150 (1.5M, 320Kg) ......................................................... £3,600
XL180 (1.8M, 350Kg) ......................................................... £3,800

Option:
Left hand cut ................................................................. £310

Unique Cutting Action
AGRIMASTER KL SUPER

Description: Suitable for cutting grass, weeds and topping paddocks. The unique cutting action throws material over the top of the roller, keeping the cutting rotor clean & leaving a cleaner cut. Low HP requirement.

The KL270 takes the place of a 9ft topper.


KL270SW Super: 540 RPM gearbox with over-run suitable for 60 - 100HP tractors on Cat II linkage, 4 ‘V’ belt drive. Fixed counter knife, paddle flails and a rear roller.

Working width: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
KL190 (1.9M, 370Kg) .............................................................. £2,650
KL270 (2.7M, 581Kg) .............................................................. £3,300

Options:
Hydraulic side shift (available on KL190 only).................................. £300
Side skids.................................................................................. £140

Unique Cutting Action
**AGRIMASTER KN**

**Description:** The most popular model in the range. Suitable for most jobs from cutting grass and setaside to medium size brash. The hood is manufactured from FE510 high tensile and high impact steel making it suitable for the most challenging of conditions. The unique cutting action throws material over the top of the roller, keeping the cutting rotor clean and leaving a cleaner cut. Low HP requirement.

**Standard Specification:** 540 RPM gearbox with free wheel suitable for tractors of 70HP – 150HP on Cat II linkage, 5 belt drive. Fixed counter knife, KPT flails and a large 200mm (8”) Ø rear roller.

**Working widths:**                                   **Price ex VAT**

- KN240 (2.4M, 640Kg) ........................................... £3,600
- KN260 (2.6M, 693Kg) ........................................... £3,800
- KN280 (2.8M, 797Kg) ........................................... £4,000

**Options:**

- Hydraulic side shift ........................................... £550
- Skids ..................................................................... £140
AGRIMASTER FOX VERGE

Description: This rear mounted, multipurpose, right hand operated flail that can be used ‘in line’ behind the tractor or offset. It is ideal for cutting ditches and banks safely and easily with working positions of up to 90° and down to 40°. The unique cutting action throws material over the top of the roller, keeping the cutting rotor clean and leaving a cleaner cut.


Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
FOX 160 (1.6M, 570Kg) ......................................................... £4,400
FOX 190 (1.9M, 600Kg) ......................................................... £4,600
FOX 225 (2.25M, 700Kg) ......................................................... £4,800

Unique Cutting Action
AGRIMASTER FN

Description: This rear mounted, right hand operated machine can be used ‘in line’ behind the tractor or offset. It is ideal for cutting ditches and banks safely and easily. The hood is manufactured from FE510 high tensile and high impact steel making it suitable for the most challenging of conditions. It can be used in a vertical position which makes it the ideal tool for sided oversized hedges. The unique cutting action throws material over the top of the roller, keeping the cutting rotor clean & leaving a cleaner cut.


Working widths: .......................................................... Price ex VAT
FN200 (2M, 797Kg) ............................................................ £6,000
FN240 (2.4M, 850Kg) .......................................................... £6,600
FN260 (2.6M, 900Kg) .......................................................... £6,800

Option:
Left hand cut ........................................................................ £300

Unique Cutting Action
**AGRIMASTER RV**

**Description:** Suitable for cutting grass, stubble, set-aside to medium size brash. This machine can be front or rear mounted and comes with hydraulic side shift and heavy duty skids as standard. The unique cutting action throws material over the top of the roller, keeping the cutting rotor clean and leaving a cleaner cut.

**Standard Specification:** 1,000 RPM gearbox with clockwise and anti-clockwise direction, suitable for tractors of 80HP – 200HP on Cat II linkage. Front or rear mounted, 5 belt drive with automatic belt tensioners. Heavy duty side skids. Fixed counter knife, KPT flails and a reinforced large 200mm (8”) Ø roller. Hydraulic side shift and heavy duty skids.

**Working widths:** ................................................................. **Price ex VAT**
RV260 (2.6M, 894Kg) ...................................................................... £6,400
RV280 (2.8M, 964Kg) ...................................................................... £6,600

**Option:**
Various widths available ........................................................... £POA
AGRIMASTER RMU

**Description:** This is a heavy duty machine designed to tackle the toughest of jobs, such as cutting gorse, scrub and reeds but is still suitable for topping fields.

**Standard Specification:** 540 RPM heavy duty gearbox with freewheel suitable for tractors of 90HP – 200HP. Large heavy duty roller (RMU 280S has 273mm Ø) & fully opening rear hood. Auto spring tensioner, 5 ‘V’ belt drive and side skids. Various flails available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working widths:</th>
<th>Price ex VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMU230 (2.3M, 850Kg)</td>
<td>£5,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMU260 (2.6M, 900Kg)</td>
<td>£5,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMU280 (2.8M, 1,095Kg)</td>
<td>£6,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Options:**

- Hydraulic side shift ............................................. £850
- Rear wheels .......................................................... EPOA
- Spreader plates ...................................................... EPOA
- Various widths available ........................................ EPOA
**AGRIMASTER READY & TKN**

**Description:** The perfect machine for larger farms and estates. These are heavy duty machines based on the RMU range (R500/R560) & KN range (R800 & R900).

**Standard Specification:** 1,000 RPM heavy duty gearbox with free wheel suitable for tractors of 150HP upwards. Triple gearbox drive and fully opening rear hood. Hydraulic folding with safety locking catches. Folds to 2.5 Metres for road transport.

**Working widths:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working Widths</th>
<th>Price ex VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R560 (5.6M, 2716Kg)</td>
<td>£20,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready 8.0 (8M Front &amp; Rear, 964Kg &amp; 3,074Kg)</td>
<td>£26,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready 9.0 (9M Front &amp; Rear, 1072Kg &amp; 3350Kg)</td>
<td>£27,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKN (5.6M Trailed Triple H/D)</td>
<td>£24,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Options:**

- Rear roller ........................................ £POA
- Wheels .............................................. £POA
- Flails ............................................... £POA
- Road lighting kit .................................. £POA
- Cutting widths ..................................... £POA

*Unique Cutting Action*
AGRIMASTER AWP

Description: This heavy duty machine is designed to shred timber of up to 25cm (10”) in Ø. It is ideal for clearing overgrown hedges, clearing up after wood extraction and heavy weeding or cleaning in forestry. Can be front or rear mounted.


Working widths: .................................................. Price ex VAT
AWP 130 (1.3M, 1,050Kg) .................................................. £10,500
AWP 160 (1.6M, 1,200Kg) .................................................. £11,500
AWP 180 (1.8M, 1,295Kg) .................................................. £12,000
AWP 225 (2.25M, 1,492Kg) .................................................. £13,500
AWPS 200 (2M Double Drive, 1,357Kg) .................................. £13,800
AWPS 230 (2.3M Double Drive, 1,596Kg) .................................. £15,800
AWPS 270 (2.7M Double Drive, 1,900Kg) .................................. £17,400
WEAVING WKN

Description: Hardox heavy duty flail – suitable for grass, setaside, scrub, brash, heather and wood up to 2 inches. Unique cutting action throws all material over back rollers. Low HP requirement. Many specifications built in as standard.

Standard Specification: Sharpened Hammers, Hydraulic Side Shift, Skids, Spiral Rotor, 9” Rear Roller, 5 Belt Drive, Over-Run Gearbox, Stationary Knife, Discharge Over the Roller, Front Chain Guard, Rear Rubber Guard. 2 Years warranty as standard.

Working width: .................................................... Price ex VAT
WKN260 (800Kg) ........................................................... £4,600
WKN280 (1000Kg) .......................................................... £4,800
WEAVING WRV

Description: Heavy duty front or rear mounted flail for large farms and contractors, cuts material up to 8cm in diameter.

Standard Specification: 1,000 RPM gearbox with clockwise and anti-clockwise PTO to allow for front or reverse Cat III mounting on tractors up to 250HP. Hard wearing Domex steel hood, reinforced rotor, 220mm diameter heavy duty rear roller, hydraulic side shift, front chain protection, rear rubber debris protection, opening rear inspection door, 6 belt drive with auto 3rd belt tensioner. ‘U’ shaped counter sharpened hammers. 2 Years warranty as standard.

Working width: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
WRV280 (2.8M, 1,250Kg) ................................................................. £6,850
WEAVING WRMU

Description: Extremely heavy duty flail for gorse, scrub, reeds and wood up to 8cm in diameter and universal grass cutting suitable for use on tractors up to 250HP.

Standard Specification: Fixed central linkage, gearbox with free wheel protection, 300mm diameter rear roller, double row of counter knives, opening rear inspection door, reinforced rotor and flail hangers, extra heavy duty hammer or 3 ‘Y’ flails, 5 belt drive. The 2.8M DT is fitted with a 6 belt double drive with over run PTO shaft. 2 Years warranty as standard.

Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
WRMU 280 (2.8M, 1,300Kg) ........................................... £5,600
WRMU 280DT (2.8M, 1,450Kg) ....................................... £6,400
WEAVING WFN

Description: Heavy duty ‘Z’ flail suitable for use on large tractors, the cutting head can be rotated with the angle of cut ranging from 90° vertical to -55° below horizontal with the ability to offset the head so that it can either cut inside behind the tractor or outside the tractors wheelings with right hand operation as standard. This mower will cut material up to 8cm in diameter, making this a very universal flail.

Standard Specification: Gearbox with freewheel protection, 220mm diameter rear roller, opening rear inspection hood, reinforced Cat III self levelling hitch, heavy duty bearings, durable spiral rotor, 6 belt drive with automatic belt tensioners, speed control on hydraulic head, stationary cutting knives, auto reset hydraulic break back protection, two double acting hydraulic spool valves required. 2 Years warranty as standard.

Working widths: ........................................... Price ex VAT
WFN260 (2.6M, 1,450Kg).......................................................... £6,800
WFN280 (2.8M, 1,600Kg).......................................................... £7,200
AGRIMASTER GIRAFFE

Description: The Giraffe cutter bar cuts the hedge using a reciprocating blade so it does not throw the trimmings, they just drop to the floor, making it ideal for use in parks, schools and public areas. Only a small compact tractor is required which gives access to confined spaces. It gives a clean, tidy cut and finish. Requires 3 litres of oil per minute.

Standard Specification: Cutter bar length 1.2M, maximum sideways reach of 3.3M and a maximum cutting height of 4.6M, overall weight of 182Kg. Cable control, right hand cut, oil flow control and safety bracket on Cat I, 3 point linkage with a maximum cutting Ø of 20mm.

Working width: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
GIRAFFE (1.2M, 182Kg) .............................................................. £4,600
AGRIMASTER COMPACT

Description: The ideal machine for the small tractor (25 - 50HP) operating in large gardens and public areas such as parks. Comes with sturdy cable controls, parallel arm linkage and head float.


Working widths: ........................................ Price ex VAT *
320 (0.8M cutting width, 412Kg) ........................................ £6,400
400 (1M cutting width, 428Kg) ........................................ £6,800
450 (1M cutting width, 450Kg) ........................................ £7,200
500 (1.2M cutting width, 630Kg) ........................................ £8,600

Option:
1M Head ........................................................................................................ £300
AGRIMASTER R520-R650T

Description: Quality machine with heavy duty construction throughout. The machine comes with full stabiliser assembly for 3 point linkage mounting, suitable for farmers and contractors.

Standard Specification R520: Fully proportional cable joystick for lift and reach, cable rotor engagement, rotor reverse, parallel arm, head float, power slew with break back, storage legs. 200L oil tank with oil. 58HP. T flails, lights, 3 belt drive head.

Standard Specification R550/R600: Fully proportional oil over oil joystick, oil cooler, electric rotor engagement, rotor reverse, parallel arm, head float & main arm float, power slew with break back, storage legs. 200L oil tank with oil. 58HP. T flails, lights, 3 belt drive head.

Standard Specification R650T: Telescopic arm with a reach of 6.5 Metres. Fully proportional oil over oil joystick, oil cooler, electric rotor engagement, rotor reverse, parallel arm, head float & main arm float, power slew with break back, storage legs. 200L oil tank with oil. 58HP. T flails, lights, 3 belt drive head.

Working widths: .................................................. Price ex VAT*
R520/125 Joystick/Cable .................................................. £9,800
R550/125 Joystick .................................................. £14,200
R550/150 Joystick .................................................. £14,700
R600/150 Joystick .................................................. £15,400
R650T/150 Joystick .................................................. £19,800

Options:
Hydraulic leaf blower .................................................. £1,200
Right hand cut .................................................. £300
WEAVING FLAIL HEADS

Description: Designed to make full use of an excavator in hard to reach areas, these multi purpose flail heads are able to cut a wide range of materials of all thicknesses.

Standard Specification WKRM80: To fit 3,500Kg – 5,500Kg diggers, 80cm cutting head with 2 Y & 1 straight flail, cuts 0 - 4cm material, 250Kg, requires 45 Litres of oil, flow diverter.

Standard Specification WKRM100: To fit 3,500Kg – 5,500Kg diggers, 1M cutting head with heavy duty hammer flails, cuts 0 - 4cm material, 275Kg, requires 45 Litres of oil, flow diverter.

Standard Specification WKRG100: To fit 5,500Kg – 8,000Kg diggers, 1M cutting head with heavy duty hammer flails, cuts 0 - 5cm material, 415Kg, requires 65 Litres of oil, flow diverter.

Standard Specification WKRG120: To fit 7,000Kg – 9,000Kg diggers, 1.2M cutting head with heavy duty hammer flails, cuts 0 - 6cm material, 460Kg, requires 80 Litres of oil, self-levelling, flow diverter.

Standard Specification WKXP-F140: To fit 12,000Kg – 16,000Kg diggers, 1.4M cutting head with heavy duty fixed carbide tipped hammers, cuts 0 - 15cm material, 815Kg, requires 110 Litres of oil, flow diverter.

Working widths: ........................................... Price ex VAT
WKRM80 (to fit 3,500Kg – 5,500Kg) ........................................... £2,900
WKRM100 (to fit 3,500Kg – 5,500Kg) ........................................... £3,200
WKRG100 (to fit 5,500Kg – 8,000Kg) ........................................... £3,600
WKRG120 (to fit 7,000Kg – 9,000Kg) ........................................... £3,800
WKXP-F140 (to fit 12,000Kg – 16,000Kg) ........................................... £8,800
BRANCH CUTTER

Description: A heavy duty machine ideal for trimming a variety of vegetation including large branches, bushes and hedges. Mounts on to the end of hedgecutter arms to cut both horizontally and vertically.

Standard Specification: 2 Metre cutting width, 10cm cutting Ø, 45 - 60 Litres of oil, 160 bar, weight 240Kg.

Working width: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
PG 200 (2M) ........................................................................................................ £4,400

ROTARY DITCH CLEANER

Description: Hydraulic rotary ditcher to fit hedgecutters (bracket required) will cut out and clean ditch bottoms, throws up to 3 Metres with adjustable chute.

Standard Specification: 80cm working width, left handed, 210 bar, 80 litres per minute hydraulic flow required, weight 225Kg.

Working width: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
OR80 (225Kg) ........................................................................................................ £3,600
Description: The 2-drum rotary mower has a durable high quality design. Low HP requirement and a width suitable for all farms. A well proven design with 2 years warranty.

Standard Specification: Mechanical safety device, mechanical or hydraulic folding, adjustable cutting height, metal safety guard, 4 belt drive, heavy duty reversible knives and over run PTO.

Working widths: .......................................................... Price ex VAT
Z165 - 5’6” Cut .............................................................. £2,400
Z185 - 6’ Cut ................................................................. £2,800
Z210 - 7’ Cut - Hydraulic Folding ....................................... £3,800

Options:
Hydraulic folding Z165 & Z185 ........................................... £400
Cutting height spacers ...................................................... £15
Description: The farmer disc mower is completely made by Samasz with a well proven design, accurate ground following suspension, hydraulic folding. A simple good value for money clean cut disc mower.

Standard Specification: 4 - 6cm cutting height. The overlapping knives are quick & easy to replace. Very strong gear bearings, hardened discs and boron steel skids, hydraulic folding lock, skirt and over run clutch.

Working widths: .......................................................... Price ex VAT
240 - 6 Discs ................................................................. £4,400
280 - 7 Discs ................................................................. £4,800

Option:
Topping skid set .................................................................. £380
SAMASZ KDF

Description: The KDF mower is the perfect alternative to rear mounted mowers due to improved visibility during operation. Excellent contour following of the bed is achieved by a modern frame design with the mower mounted within a suspension frame utilising long spring lengths to provide +250mm and -150mm of bed travel whilst maintaining constant ground pressure.

Standard Specification: Quick knife replacement, mechanical lock for transport, cutter bar height and swath width adjustment, front safety guard providing stone protection, over run PTO, friction clutch and skids made from boron steel.

Working widths: ............................................................ Price ex VAT
KDF 301 .......................................................... £6,148
KDF 301s - Tine conditioner ........................................... £8,056

Option:
Topping skids .......................................................... £300
2 YEAR WARRANTY

SAMASZ KDT

Description: The KDT disc mower has a high operating speed with excellent cutting quality and a modern design. Spring central cutter bar suspension with quick blade change. The KDT disc mower is a truly good value for money machine for the modern farmer/contractor. A high output machine.

Standard Specification: Perfect cut cutting bar, protection against stones, skids made out of boron steel hydraulic safety device, central suspension, cutting height adjustment, swath adjustment, locking mechanism, adjustment width lower link pins, back auto lift, conditioners with 2 speed gearbox 700 or 1,000 RPM rotor speeds and quick change knives.

Working widths: ......................................................... Price ex VAT
KDT 261 ........................................................................................................ £6,600
KDT 301 ........................................................................................................ £6,900
KDT 341 ........................................................................................................ £7,400
KDT 261s - Tine conditioner .......................................................................... £8,600
KDT 301s - Tine conditioner .......................................................................... £9,300

Options:
Topping skids .................................................................................................. £302
Double rubber wheel swath guard ................................................................. £466
Hydraulic suspension .................................................................................... £594
**SAMASZ MEGACUT**

**Description:** A combination of 3 mowers the MegaCut comprises of KDD 861 or 941 side mower mounted on joint linkage and KDF 300 front mower mounted on the tractors 3pl. Overlap of the front and side mowers is set to 375mm therefore mowing is faster and more effective.

**Standard Specification:** Road lights, PTO with over run protection, approach sensor, hydraulic breakaway device protection incase of striking an obstacle, adjustable front safety guards and folding side guards. Mechanical locking of cutting units whilst in transport position. The mower beds are equipped with perfect cut cutter bars, quick knife replacement and toolbox. Hydropneumatic suspension, electronic control.

**Working widths:**................................. Price ex VAT
861 ................................................................. £24,800
941 ................................................................. £26,800

**Options:**
Rubber swather groupers ...................................................... £POA
Tine conditioners .............................................................. £POA
COMBI 5

Description: The Weaving Combi-5 is a machine in a class of its own. This simple machine can do 5 applications in one; central windrow- ing, double windrowing, full left-hand side windrowing, cam spread- ing and windrow tedding. The Combi-5 is simple and easy to use.

Standard Specification: 3-point linkage mounted. Double Rotor. PTO. Hydraulic Adjustment. Working Widths: 5.25m (Central Windrow- ing), 5.50m (Left-side windrowing), 4.20m (Spreading). Working Speed: 8.5 mph (14 kmh). Transport Width: 2.30m. Weight: 570 Kg

Working widths: ............................................................... Price ex VAT *
Combi-5 (570Kg) ............................................................... £6,800
Description: These single rotor rakes for small to medium size farms, produce a quality swath with no twisted grass meaning a faster drying time making for an easier harvest.

Standard Specification: The single rotor rakes have rapid tine arm removal for transport, tandem contour following rotor wheels, manual width adjustment with windrower curtain.

Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
Z-410 .................................................................................. £4,200
Z-470 .................................................................................. £5,400

Option:
Extra support wheels ............................................................. £185
Description: Owing to their operating width ground can be covered rapidly with the P4 & P6 tedders, perfect for medium to large size farms. They are designed for effective tedding in both cut green forage and dried hay to make the drying process faster.


Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
P4-531C ................................................................. £5,200
P6-771C ................................................................. £6,800
Description: Save time and operating costs, combine front mounted 6 Metre rake with balers or pick up trailers, low energy kind on grass, clean fodder, simple to set up, one operation two functions.

Standard Specification: Hydraulic drive 30 Litres per minutes speed control, adjustable depth wheels, Cat II linkage. Safety lock, parking legs, electric controls.

Working width: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
TWIST 600 ................................................................. £10,800
CHAIN HARROW

**Description:** Ideal for pasture maintenance & renovation our chain harrows will give years of continuous service with the minimum attention. The heavy-duty harrow mat & frame run on the ground and are flexible to follow the ground contours and to penetrate the grass sward into the toughest pasture. The two front bars level out undulations and mole hills with a sturdy construction and high work rates. Hydraulic folding models have a heavy duty frame to withstand vigorous use.

**Standard Specification:** Heavy duty angle steel construction. Double levelling bars to spread & level mole hills, manure etc. Cast steel harrow sections with ring joints to give exceptionally long life. 3 Rows of harrow sections on 2 & 3 Metre models and 4 Rows on all hydraulic folding models. Models over 3M fold to narrow transport width.

**Working widths:** ................................................................. **Price ex VAT**

- 2M Rigid - 150Kg................................................................. £600
- 3M Folding - 250Kg ............................................................. £900
- 4M Hydraulic folding - 500Kg.............................................. £1,600
- 5M Hydraulic folding - 550Kg............................................. £1,800
- 6M Hydraulic folding - 650Kg............................................. £2,000

**Options:**

- Skids (per pair) ................................................................. £50
- Electric grass spinner with deflector................................. £2,280
**PASTURE REJUVENATOR PRO**

**Description:** The Weaving Pasture Rejuvenator Pro offers the ultimate in one pass pasture conditioning. This multifunctional tool provides three operations in one. A pair of front heavy duty levelling bars support the three row drag harrow mat providing excellent surface levelling, removal of mole hills and spreading of manure. The drag harrow is followed by a three row tine section, equipped with heavy duty 10mm thick, height adjustable spring tines. The tine section rakes and cleans the sward whilst improving air and water circulation stimulating growth, eliminating weeds and preparing the surface for seeding. An optional seeder can be fitted, the electric Stocks Fan Jet complete with a deflector plate allows small seeds to be broadcast before the heavy duty Cambridge roll consolidates any loose material and helps to retain moisture for new seed establishment.

**Working width:** ............................................................ **Price ex VAT**

3M ........................................................................................................ £4,800

**Option:**
Stocks Fan Jet Grass Seeder............................................................... £2,200
**Description:** Simple twin rotor machine, suitable for spreading, tedding and rowing up of hay and silage. The worlds best selling haymaker.

**Standard Specification:** 3 Metre working width, rear gates, flotation tyres and PTO with free wheel.

**Working width:** ................................................................. **Price ex VAT**

3M ................................................................. £2,400

6M SUPER ................................................................. £6,800
BASIC CROP SPRAYER

Description: Weaving Machinery galvanised sprayers bring proven performance, reliability & durability. Their specification is normally associated with sprayers two or three times the price! Produced for us by one of Europe’s largest manufacturers, these sprayers offer exceptional value for money & long working life. All sprayers are NSTS tested and certificated.


Working widths: ........................................................................ Price ex VAT
200L Tank - 6M Boom .................................................................. £1,100
400L Tank - 8M Boom .................................................................. £1,500
600L Tank - 10M Boom ................................................................. £1,750
1,000L Tank - 12M Boom ............................................................... £1,950

Options:
Electric on/off ........................................................................... £350
Chemical fill ............................................................................... £580
Self fill ....................................................................................... £380
BAG LIFTER

**Description:** Designed for safe lifting of seed or fertiliser bags, unloading trucks, filling fertiliser spreaders or seed drills. The big bag lifter will handle up to 4 x 600Kg bags, or 2 x 1,000Kg bags.

**Standard Specification:** Heavy duty construction with twin arms, 90cm fork centres.

**Price:** ................................................................. Price ex VAT
Big Bag Lifter ............................................................... £660

**Option:**
Brackets ............................................................................. £120

BALE GRAB

**Description:** Heavy duty tubular construction bale grab suitable for round or square bales of hay, straw or silage with soft hand compression.

**Standard Specification:** Double acting ram with a centre hydraulic cylinder and two hydraulic couplings.

**Price:** ................................................................. Price ex VAT
Bale Grab ............................................................... £840

**Option:**
Brackets ..................................................................... £120
MAMMUT CONCRETE MIXER

Description: This mixer is simple to use producing a top quality mix that is ready in minutes whilst proving very cost effective. It can be fitted to a tractor or be loader mounted with PTO or hydraulic drive. Constructed using only the highest grade steel & heavy duty gear box to give a long trouble free working life.

Standard Specification: High grade steel construction and reduction gearbox, PTO driven with adjustable legs, double stage extension swivel chute, bag splitter and splash plate all with a 3 year guarantee.

Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
TM150 - 3/4 cm................................................................. £2,800
TM180 - 1cm ................................................................. £3,600
TM200 - 1.1cm, 3 outlet ................................................ £5,000

Options:
Hydraulic drive TM150.................................................. £580
Hydraulic drive TM180 + .............................................. £660
Dumper mounting.......................................................... EPOA
Electric drive ............................................................. EPOA
Industrial batch mixer............................................... EPOA
Trailed for use with small tractors................................. £1,280
Description: Top feed quality, no secondary fermentation, smooth cutting process, long service life with extra large bearings - trouble free work.

From a time proven manufacturer. The shear produces a clean block at the silage face - clean cut, sharp results for well cut round bales.

Standard Specification: SC 170M
1.69m working width, 0.8m block height, 0.78m block depth, 1.0m³ filling volume, 110m cylinder diameter, 655kg weight, 14 tines, 2 Ram.

Type M, the medium version, is the most universal device. It fits on any tractor up to 100 PS and also on large hydraulic loaders. Popular Europe-wide and in use in high numbers.

Standard Specification: SC 195H
1.94m working width, 1.10m block height, 0.80m block depth, 1.71m³ filling volume, 930m cylinder diameter, 655kg weight, 16 tines, 2 Ram.

Type H was developed especially for large block heights and tractors over 100 PS. (Lifting frame up to 2.3 m possible). Silofox H models are also ideal for cutting up round bales.

Standard Specification: SC 240XL
2.41m working width, 1.3m block height, 1.00m block depth, 3.13m³ filling volume, 100m cylinder diameter, 1,750kg weight, 20 tines, 4 Ram.

Type XL, the heavy-duty for the large quantities.

Working widths: .......................................................... Price ex VAT
SC 170M (1m³) ........................................................... £3,500
SC 195M (1.8m³) ........................................................... £4,600
SC 240XL (3m³) ........................................................... £8,800

Options: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
Brackets ................................................................. £140
Maize/Grain Bottom Plates ........................................ £POA
BUCKET BRUSH

Description: Hydraulically driven brush, hydraulic discharge, depth wheels, mixed sweeping bristles, plastic & metal, operating angle up to 30°, brush Ø 60cm, up to 10KM per hour. Every farm should have one!

Standard Specification: 1.7M³, weight 320Kg.

Working width: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
1.7M³, weight 320Kg............................................................ £2,400
SAMASZ PSV SNOW PLOUGH

Description: The PSV is a mid-range class snow plough with maximum front load of up to 6 Tons. It is designed to operate with tractors and other self-propelled machines. Able to move snow from car parks and roads whether paved or unpaved. This is by far the most popular model offering multiple uses.

Standard Specification: Hydraulic turning angle left or right up to 30°, support wheels, thick rubber scraper with spring protection, lights and 3 point linkage Cat II. Electric hydraulic control valve.

PSV271 Working width: max 270cm min 230cm, weight: 430Kg
PSV301 Working width: max 300cm min 260cm, weight: 480Kg

Working widths: ................................................................. Price ex VAT
PSV271 .................................................................................. £4,700
PSV301 .................................................................................. £5,100

2 YEAR WARRANTY
SLIDING GATE

Description: The electric cantilever sliding security gate does not require a ground track making the gate ideal for when the driveway entrance slopes, busy or heavy traffic is encountered or where minimal disturbance to the driveway surface is requested for installation, whilst also offering quiet operation. Weaving Machinery endorses this product having installed a 10 Metre gate at our Chadbury depot, visit us to see the gate in operation. Our technical advisors are always on hand with helpful advice and fitting instructions.


Customer to ensure the correct ground works are completed before installation. All gates come supplied with full base construction drawings.

Working widths: ............................... Price ex VAT
6M (15M total width) .......................................................... £6,800
8M (20M total width) .......................................................... £7,800
10M H/D (24M total width) ................................................. £12,800
12M H/D (30M total width) .................................................. £14,800

Options:

Installation & training .......................................................... £500
Wireless keypad fully coded .............................................. £300
Standard / dual height post for keypad ................................ £POA
GSM based intercom (calls mobile) ................................... £700
Receiver board for remote (fitted) ..................................... £140
Remote control fob ............................................................ £34
Exit loop .................................................................... £300
Solar panel operation ....................................................... £1,880
24/7 timer (fitted) ............................................................. £200
SWING GATE

Description: This substantial electronically controlled / automated security gate is enough to deter unwanted intruders from your premises. Whether you require a secure farm drive, field or industrial unit entrance this gate will provide you with a reliable, user friendly solution. Designed and manufactured by ourselves in Chadbury, Evesham the fully galvanised gate features heavy duty hydraulic cylinder operation, magnetic locking with mobile phone GSM operation. Can be specified with either left or right hand opening to suit the situation. Our technical advisors are always on hand with helpful advice and fitting instructions.

Standard Specification: The galvanised swing gate is fast to open with mobile phone GSM operation, electronic obstacle sensors and a magnetic lock. Available in left or right hand opening, ready to fit with 1 year warranty. Gate operation is supplied fully CE accredited and conforms to all the current European regulations including EN12453, EN12445, EN12604 and EN12605.

Customer to ensure the correct ground works are completed before installation. All gates come supplied with full base construction drawings.

Working widths: .............................................................. Price ex VAT
5M ................................................................................ £4,200
6M ................................................................................ £4,600

Options:
Installation & training .......................................................... £500
Wireless keypad fully coded ............................................... £300
Standard / dual height post for keypad .............................. £POA
GSM based intercom (calls mobile) ................................... £700
Receiver board for remote (fitted) ................................. £140
Remote control fob .......................................................... £34
Exit loop ........................................................................ £300
Solar panel operation ..................................................... £1,880
24/7 timer (fitted) ............................................................ £200
HOOK LIFT TRAILER

Description: The compact hook system will easily lift 16+ tons. Heavy duty construction. One chassis, multiple bodies. Adjustable hook height. Chassis unit is MOT compatible.


Working widths: .......................................................... Price ex VAT
HS 1,600 - 3,100Kg .......................................................... £22,800

Options:
Air brakes ........................................................................... EPOA
Hitches ............................................................................... EPOA
Bodies: ................................................................................ EPOA
  Grain
  Water bowser
  Diesel bowser
  Gravel cart
  Curtain sider
  Mobile workshop
  Toilets
  Flat plant body
  Silage/Maize trailers
  Slurry tank  *
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Disc Assembly £198.00

Stiubble Rake Tine £15.50

Auto Reset Sabre Tine £126.00

Marker Disc £103.00

Rotec Disc Assembly £198.00
DRILL PARTS

Sabre Leg Assembly
£145.00

Sabre Leg
£61.00

Reversible Point
£3.10

Narrow Point
£4.20

Stone Point
£4.50

Sowing Arm Assembly
£68.85

Following Harrow
6mm - £4.25
10mm - £8.30
SUBDISC PARTS

Shakaerator Leg Assembly
£155.00

Shakaerator Leg
£105.00

Subdisc Disc
£30.00

Shin
£20.80

Shakaerator Point
£11.35

Shakaerator Wide Point
£14.50
FLAILS

KPT Flail
£15.40

‘T’ Flail
£14.65

Y Flail
£2.65

XB Flail
£8.00

Paddle Flail
£5.75
POWER HARROW PARTS

Brevi Tine
£13.55

Brevi Scraper
£7.00

Brevi Quick Fit Tine
£15.45

Brevi Hardened Scraper
£16.10
We stock a complete range of budget PTO’s from £50.50 as well as Walterscheild PTO shafts and parts.

Call us for friendly advice.
Purchasing a machine outright can be difficult to budget for, especially in a seasonal industry like Agriculture.

Choosing to purchase your machine with a Pay as You Farm finance plan allows you to pay in annual or monthly instalments, helping you budget for the year ahead. Please note, all VAT is payable with the first instalment.

The interest rate applied to our Pay as You Farm agreements are fixed and will not vary as a result of any reference rates. All of our Pay as You Farm agreements are regulated by the Consumer Credit Act 1974. At the end of the agreement, once all payments due have been received, you will own the machine.

Pay as You Farm finance plans are subject to eligibility, so our Sales Support team will be on hand to check your eligibility requirements at point of sale.

Pay as You Farm are only available to customers within the United Kingdom and applicants must consent to a credit check by E F Weaving Ltd before any agreement can be established.

It is important that you consider carefully whether you can afford the repayments and you should also consider any changes in your circumstances that might affect your ability to make the payments before applying for a Pay As you Farm Plan.

For more information or to check your eligibility, please contact our office.
1. All prices are recommended retail prices (ex-works).
2. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
3. In accordance with our policy of continued product development, all prices, sizes, weights and specifications shown on all literature (including price lists) are subject to change without prior notice or obligation.
4. All goods are shown ex-works and will be subject to specific carriage charges at time of despatch.
5. Our payment terms are on delivery unless otherwise agreed at time of order.
6. All goods remain the property of E F Weaving Ltd until paid for in full.
7. Machine warranty is for 12 months from date of delivery unless specified to the contrary at time of order (some have longer), provided the machine is being used in accordance with the manufacturers instructions. No warranty repairs to be carried out without prior authority of E F Weaving Ltd, so we may assess and send in our engineers if necessary.
SALES
Edward Weaving  07831 245 456
Carl Humphries  07968 315 749
Simon Weaving  07984 054 918
Tom Johnson  07984 757 478
Glenn Hamill  07494 492 506

SERVICE
Mike Lane  07768 936 661
Edward Pocock  07815 556 501

GATES & INSTALLATIONS
Ian Hinton  07976 927 979

WEAVING

E F Weaving Ltd.
Chadbury, Evesham
Worcestershire WR11 4TX
+44 (0)1386 49155
info@weavingmachinery.net

Follow us on Social Media

weavingmachinery.net